In this paper is proposed a novel steganographic scheme based on chaotic iterations. This research work takes place into the information hiding security fields. We show that the proposed scheme is stego-secure, which is the highest level of security in a well defined and studied category of attack called "watermark-only attack". Additionally, we prove that this scheme presents topological properties so that it is one of the firsts able to face, at least partially, an adversary when considering the others categories of attacks defined in the literature.
Introduction
Robustness and security are two major concerns in information hiding [17, 13] . These two concerns have been defined in [16] as follows. "Robust watermarking is a mechanism to create a communication channel that is multiplexed into original content [...] . It is required that, firstly, the perceptual degradation of the marked content [...] is minimal and, secondly, that the capacity of the watermark channel degrades as a smooth function of the degradation of the marked content. [...] . Watermarking security refers to the inability by unauthorized users to have access to the raw watermarking channel.
[...] to remove, detect and estimate, write or modify the raw watermarking bits." We will focus in this research work on security.
In the framework of watermarking and steganography, security has seen several important developments since the last decade [5, 11, 18, 7] . The first fundamental work in security was made by Cachin in the context of steganography [8] . Cachin interprets the attempts of an attacker to distinguish between an innocent image and a stego-content as a hypothesis testing problem. In this document, the basic properties of a stegosystem are defined using the notions of entropy, mutual information, and relative entropy. Mittelholzer, inspired by the work of Cachin, proposed the first theoretical framework for analyzing the security of a watermarking scheme [19] .
These efforts to bring a theoretical framework for security in steganography and watermarking have been followed up by Kalker, who tries to clarify the concepts (robustness vs. security), and the classifications of watermarking attacks [16] . This work has been deepened by Furon et al. , who have translated Kerckhoffs' principle (Alice and Bob shall only rely on some previously shared secret for privacy), from cryptography to data hiding [14] . They used Diffie and Hellman methodology, and Shannon's cryptographic framework [21] , to classify the watermarking attacks into categories,
Basic Recalls

Chaotic Iterations
In the sequel S n denotes the n th term of a sequence S and V i is for the i th component of a vector V . Finally, the following notation is used: 0; N = {0, 1, . . . , N}.
Let us consider a system of a finite number N of elements (or cells), so that each cell has a boolean state. A sequence of length N of boolean states of the cells corresponds to a particular state of the system. A sequence that elements belong into 0; N − 1 is called a strategy. The set of all strategies is denoted by S. Definition 1. The set B denoting {0, 1}, let f : B N −→ B N be a function and S ∈ S be a strategy. The so-called chaotic iterations are defined by x 0 ∈ B N and ∀(n, i) ∈ N * × 0; N − 1 :
f is regular,
f is topologically transitive,
f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions.
When f is chaotic, then the system (X , f ) is chaotic and quoting Devaney: "it is unpredictable because of the sensitive dependence on initial conditions. It cannot be broken down or simplified into two subsystems which do not interact because of topological transitivity. And in the midst of this random behavior, we nevertheless have an element of regularity". Fundamentally different behaviors are consequently possible and occur in an unpredictable way.
Let us finally remark that, 3 Information hiding based on chaotic iterations
Topology of Chaotic Iterations
In this section, we give the outline proofs establishing the topological properties of chaotic iterations. As our scheme is inspired by the work of Guyeux et al. [15, 2, 1] , the proofs detailed at the end of this document will follow a same canvas. Let us firstly introduce some notations and terminologies.
Definition 6. Let k ∈ N * . A strategy adapter is a sequence which elements belong into 0, k − 1 . The set of all strategies with terms in 0, k − 1 is denoted by S k .
Definition 7.
The discrete boolean metric is the application δ :
The initial function is the map i k defined by:
The shift function is the map σ k defined by: 
With these definitions, chaotic iterations can be described by the following iterations of the discret dynamical system:
Finally, a new distance d 1 between two points has been defined by:
where:
are respectively two distances on B N and S N (∀N ∈ N * ).
Remark 1.
This new distance has been introduced by authors of [1] It is then proven that,
Let us now recall the iteration function used by authors of [2] .
Definition 14.
The vectorial negation is the function defined by:
In the metric space (X 1 , d 1 ), G f 0 satisfies the three conditions for Devaney's chaos: regularity, transitivity, and sensitivity. So,
Finally, it has been stated in [1] that, Proposition 2. The phase space X 1 has, at least, the cardinality of the continuum.
Chaotic Iterations for Data Hiding
To explain how to use chaotic iterations for information hiding, we must firstly define the significance of a given coefficient.
Most and Least Significant Coefficients
We first notice that terms of the original content x that may be replaced by terms issued from the watermark y are less important than other: they could be changed without be perceived as such. More generally, a signification function attaches a weight to each term defining a digital media, depending on its position t. • The most significant coefficients (MSCs) of x is the finite vector
Example 1. Let us consider a set of grayscale images stored into portable graymap format (P3-
• The least significant coefficients (LSCs) of x is the finite vector u m = k k ∈ N and u k ≤ m and k ≤| x | ;
• The passive coefficients of x is the finite vector
For a given host content x, MSCs are then ranks of x that describe the relevant part of the image, whereas LSCs translate its less significant parts. These two definitions are illustrated on Figure 1 , where the significance function (u k ) is defined as in Example 1, M = 5, and m = 6. 
Presentation of the Scheme
Authors of [2] have proposed to use chaotic iterations as an information hiding scheme, as follows. Let:
• X ∈ B N be the N LSCs of a cover C,
• (S n ) n∈N ∈ 0, N − 1 N be a strategy, which depends on the message to hide M ∈ [0; 1] and K,
So the watermarked media is C whose LSCs are replaced by Y K = X N , where:
Two ways to generate (S n ) n∈N are given by these authors, namely Chaotic Iterations with Independent Strategy (CIIS) and Chaotic Iterations with Dependent Strategy (CIDS). In CIIS, the strategy is independent from the cover media C, whereas in CIDS the strategy will be dependent on C. As we will use the CIIS strategy in this document, we recall it below. Finally, MSCs are not used here, as we do not consider the case of authenticated watermarking.
CIIS Strategy
Let us firstly give the definition of the Piecewise Linear Chaotic Map (PLCM, see [22] ):
where p ∈ 0; 1 2 is a "control parameter". Then, the general term of the strategy (S n ) n in CIIS setup is defined by the following expression: S n = ⌊N × K n ⌋ + 1, where:
in which ⊗ denotes the bitwise exclusive or (XOR) between two floating part numbers (i.e., between their binary digits representation).
Data hiding security
Classification of Attacks
In the steganography framework, attacks have been classified in [10] 
Stego-Security
In the prisoner problem of Simmons [23, 6] , Alice and Bob are in jail, and they want to, possibly, devise an escape plan by exchanging hidden messages in innocent-looking cover contents. These messages are to be conveyed to one another by a common warden, Eve, who over-drops all contents and can choose to interrupt the communication if they appear to be stego-contents.
The stego-security, defined in this framework, is the highest security level in WOA setup [10] . To recall it, we need the following notations:
• K is the set of embedding keys,
• p(X) is the probabilistic model of N 0 initial host contents,
• p(Y |K 1 ) is the probabilistic model of N 0 watermarked contents.
Furthermore, it is supposed in this context that each host content has been watermarked with the same secret key K 1 and the same embedding function e.
It is now possible to define the notion of stego-security:
Definition 21 (Stego-Security). The embedding function e is stego-secure if and only if:
To the best of our knowledge, until now, only two schemes have been proven to be stego-secure. On the one hand, the authors of [10] have established that the spread spectrum technique called Natural Watermarking is stego-secure when its distortion parameter η is equal to 1. On the other hand, it has been proven in [15] that: 
Topological-Security
To check whether an information hiding scheme S is topologically-secure or not, S must be written as an iterate process x n+1 = f (x n ) on a metric space (X , d). This formulation is always possible [3] . So,
Definition 22 (Topological-Security). An information hiding scheme S is said to be topologicallysecure on (X , d) if its iterative process has a chaotic behavior according to Devaney.
In the approach presented by Guyeux et al., a data hiding scheme is secure if it is unpredictable. Its iterative process must satisfy the Devaney's chaos property and its level of topological-security increases with the number of chaotic properties satisfied by it.
This new concept of security for data hiding schemes has been proposed in [3] as a complementary approach to the existing framework. It contributes to the reinforcement of confidence into existing secure data hiding schemes. Additionally, the study of security in KMA, KOA, and CMA setups is realizable in this context. Finally, this framework can replace stego-security in situations that are not encompassed by it. In particular, this framework is more relevant to give evaluation of data hiding schemes claimed as chaotic.
The improved algorithm
In this section is introduced a new algorithm that generalize the scheme presented by authors of [2] .
Let us firstly introduce the following notations:
• x 0 ∈ B N is the N least significant coefficients of a given cover media C.
• m 0 ∈ B P is the watermark to embed into x 0 .
• S p ∈ S N is a strategy called place strategy.
• S c ∈ S P is a strategy called choice strategy.
• Lastly, S m ∈ S P is a strategy called mixing strategy. 
Our information hiding scheme called Steganography by Chaotic Iterations and Substitution with Mixing Message (SCISMM) is defined by
∀(n, i, j) ∈ N * × 0; N − 1 × 0; P − 1 :                  x n i = x n−1 i if S n p = i m S n c if S n p = i.
Study of stego-security
Let us prove that,
Proposition 4. SCISMM is stego-secure.
Proof. Let us suppose that x 0 ∼ U B N and m 0 ∼ U B P in a SCISMM setup. We will prove by a mathematical induction that ∀n ∈ N, x n ∼ U B N . The base case is obvious according to the uniform repartition hypothesis.
Let us now suppose that the statement x n ∼ U B N holds for some n. For a given k ∈ B N , we denote byk i ∈ B N the vector defined by:
Let E i, j be the following events:
We now introduce the following notation:
These four events are independent in SCISMM setup, thus:
According to Proposition 3, P m n+1 j
As the two events are incompatible:
Then, by using the inductive hypothesis:
2 N × S. S can now be evaluated:
The set of events S n+1 p = i for i ∈ 0; N − 1 and the set of events S n+1 c = j for j ∈ 0; P − 1 are both a partition of the universe of possible, so S = 1.
Finally, P x n+1 = k = 1 2 N , which leads to x n+1 ∼ U B N . This result is true ∀n ∈ N, we thus have proven that the stego-content y is uniform in the set of possible stego-content, so y ∼ U B N when x ∼ U B N .
Topological model
In this section, we prove that SCISMM can be modeled as a discret dynamical system in a topological space. We will show in the next section that SCISMM is a case of topological chaos in the sense of Devaney.
Iteration Function and Phase Space
Let
where + and . are the boolean addition and product operations.
Consider the phase space X 2 defined as follow:
where S N and S P are the sets introduced in Section 5.
We define the map G f 0 : X 2 −→ X 2 by:
Then SCISMM can be described by the iterations of the following discret dynamical system:
Cardinality of X 2
By comparing X 2 and X 1 , we have the following result.
Proposition 5.
The phase space X 2 has, at least, the cardinality of the continuum.
Proof. Let ϕ be the map defined as follow:
ϕ :
ϕ is injective. So the cardinality of X 2 is greater than or equal to the cardinality of X 1 . And consequently X 2 has at least the cardinality of the continuum.
Remark 2. This result is independent on the number of cells of the system.
A New Distance on X 2
We define a new distance on X 2 as follow:
where
S N , and d S P are the same distances than in Definition 13.
Continuity of SCISMM
To prove that SCISMM is another example of topological chaos in the sense of Devaney, G f 0 must be continuous on the metric space (X 2 , d 2 ).
Proof. We use the sequential continuity.
n∈N be a sequence of the phase space X 2 , which converges to (S p , x, S c , m, S m ). We will prove that (
Let us recall that for all n, (S p ) n , (S c ) n and (S m ) n are strategies, thus we consider a sequence of strategies (i.e., a sequence of sequences).
As
Let n 3 = Max(n 0 , n 1 ). In other words, there exists a threshold n 3 ∈ N after which no cell will change its state:
Let n 7 = Max(n 4 , n 5 , n 6 ). For n n 7 , all the strategies (S p ) n , (S c ) n , and (S m ) n have the same first term, which are respectively (S p ) 0 ,(S c ) 0 and (S m ) 0 :∀n n 7 ,
. After the n 8 −th term, states of x n and x on the one hand, and m n and m on the other hand, are identical. Additionally, strategies (S p ) n and S p , (S c ) n and S c , and (S m ) n and S m start with the same first term.
after the (n 8 ) th term, the distance d 2 between these two points is strictly smaller than 3.10 −1 , so strictly smaller than 1.
We now prove that the distance between (
is strictly less than 1 after the (n 8 ) th term (same state).
• If ε < 1, then ∃k ∈ N, 10 −k ε
converges to 0, we have:
Let n 12 = Max(n 9 , n 10 , n 11 ) thus after n 12 , the k + 2 first terms of (S p ) n and S p , (S c ) n and S c , and (S m ) n and S m , are equal.
ii. If such a λ 0 does not exist, we choose: 
Devaney's topological chaos
In conclusion, (X 2 , G f 0 ) is topologically transitive, regular, and has sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Then we have the result. 
Conclusion
In this research work, a new information hiding scheme has been introduced. It is topologicallysecure and stego-secure, and thus is able to withstand attacks in Watermark-Only Attack (WOA) and Constant-Message Attack (CMA) setups. These results have been obtained after having studied the topological behavior of this data hiding scheme. To the best of our knowledge, this algorithm is the third scheme that has been proven to be secure, according to the information hiding security field.
In future work, we intend to study the robustness of this scheme, and to compare it with the two other secure algorithms. Additionally, we will investigate the topological properties of our scheme, to see whether it is secure in KOA and KMA setups.
